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Introduction 

Some of the sunlight reaching earth is stored chemically 
(as carbonaceous mateiiaI) by plants, and over the past 
billions of years some of this plant material has been 

converted by geological processes to coal and oil. These fos
sil fuel& and the current carbonaceous biological materials 
represent energy reserves, and this energy is in the fonn of 
chemical potential. ) 

Unlocking this chemical potential as best as we can means 
using and transforming energy efficiently. Hence, if we do 
not develop processes to effectively unlock this chemical 
potential, we produce more carbon dioxide for a given 
amount of product (whether it be fuel, electricity or chemi~ 
cals). If we do not use this chemical potential when the 
transformations are taking place it is lost' forever. Effectively 
utilizing ~is chemical potential and limiting carbon dioxide 
and other greenhouse gas emissions presents significant chal
lenges and opportunities for chemical engineers. In this arti~ 
cle we will discuss' a systems approach to increasing process 
efficiency. reducing energy usage and limiting'greenhouse 
gas emissions. Recent theoretical tools are discussed that 
allow one to look at the chemical plant as a whole. and. 
th~s, identify more efficient ways to run chemical processes. 

The available strategies for reduction in carbon footprints 
were discussed by Sheppard and Socolow. t They looked at 
carbon capture and sequestration but made the point that 
there were. other issues that needed to be addressed. In par· 
ticular, process efficiency and carbon dioxide emission 
reduction were mentioned, which are largely the domain of 
chemical engineering. 

Canespondenco concerning this aniclc should be addressed 10 D. Glasser at 
David.Glasscr@wits.ac.za 

4:) 2009 American Institute of Chemical Engineers 

Careful design and operation of chemical plants can lead 
to reductions in waste generation, work consumption and 
carbon dioxide emissions. If the generation of pollutants can 
be minimized at the source one reduces the need for extra 
materials and extra equipment used in subsequent purifica~ 
non steps. In many cases, progres~ is hindered by a lack of a 
quantitative description of what is the highest efficiency, 
least amount of energy (heat and work), or lowest amount of 
carbon dioxide that can be achieved for a particular process. 
Without being able to answer such simple questions it is 
hard to make good decisions.2 

A chemical plant is a complex system made up of many 
units each of which have their own operating conditions 
and constraints. Chemical engineering has traditionally 
looked at the plant as a collection of these units.3,4 The 
way these are put together into a flow sheet is usually via 
experienced designers who, since the' advent of the com
puter. use simulation packages to try to optimize the oper
ating conditions. There have been attempts to automate 
flow sheet design by defining superstructures: that includp 
many units with complex interconnections. Mathematical 
programming is then used to solve for the optimum flow 
sheet.'·6.7 These are very large and complex problems, and 
one is often not sure the program has converged to the 
best solution or that the original superstructure was rich 
enough. Thus, the question that often remains is. was there 
a better flow sheet? Is there one that can use less energy 
or work and emit less carbon dioxide? In order to be able 
to come up with an optimum flow sheet new tools are 
needed to be able to synthesize and compare different How 
sheets. One may ask how this state of affairs came about 
and how are we to remedy it? ~ 

Another approach involves utilizing physical and therm~ 
dynamic principles to set targets prior to synthesizing a flow 
sheet. Pinch analysis in one of the most well known means 
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of setting targets.s It is based primarily on the first law of 
thermodynamics. Initially pinch analysis was applied to the 

. synthesis of heat exchanger networks for fixed processes 
(processes with an existing mass and energy balance). 
Based on the mass and energy balance. targets for the min~ 
imum energy consumption can be detennined ahead of the 
det8lled design of the heat exchanger network. In recent 
years, the use of pinch analysis has become much more 
extensive.9 It has been applied to utility targeting, low 
refrigeration system design, distillation column profiles, 
cogenemtion systems and total site integmUon, emission 
targeting and batch process integration,lo,ll Another impor
tant development was the synthesis of mass exchange net
works (MEN).12 The purpose of these mass excbange net
works is to transfer certain species from a set of rich 
streams to a set of leUn streams. Mass exchangers are units, 
which employ mass separating agents in a countercurrent 
fashion to effect a transfer of wastes from a waste stream 
to the mass separating agent (for example, absorbers, strip
pers, ion-exchange units). The MEN concept has been 
extended to solve a much broader range of problems. 
including pollution prevention and water and wastewater 
minimization.13.14 

How the individual units and subsections of a chemical 
plant and their opemting conditions intemct is not so well 
understood. If we are to try to identify these interactions 
and the consequences for improved operation of the plant, 
in particular energy and work utilization and carbon dioxide 
emissions. new tools that can look at thl; plant as a whole 
have to be developed. Instead of looking at the plant with a 
microscope and focus on optimizing equipment we need to 
use a telescope and focus on the chemical plant as a system. 
Thus, before deciding whether we can transform a plant that 
is say 60% carbon efficient to 65% efficient we should be 
able to answer the question. can we make it 100% carbon 
efficient or even 120% carbon efficient. i.e .• actually con
sume carbon dioxide in the process. This article looks at 
some of these developments and how they can and should 
be used to increase process efficiency and thus reduce car
bon dioxide emissions. IS•I6,17.18.19 In the first instance one 
would like to Wlderstand. for a process, what is the best that 
one· is able to achiev~ (for instance. minimum energy or 
work flows or carbon dioxide emissions) for a particular 
chemical plant? We call this the target for the process. If 
we are in a position to calculate these targets we will be in 
a position to compare different flow sheets on a consistent 
basis. 

We will illustrate what can be done via a case study. Let 
us assume we are to make methanol from methane and see 
how we may go about synthesizing such a process and see 
bow the decisions we make either consciously or by default 
affect the carbon dioxide emissions. We choose this as a 
case study because it is fairly simple in principle, but rich 
enough to show many of the benefits of computing targets. 
Clearly if we are to calculate targets for a new process we 
want to do this with the minimum of information and not 
spend too long doing this. For an established ~process we 

. would also like to be able·to assess what has caused our car
bon dioxide or. other emissions to be higher than the target, 
and, thus, try to assess what actions, if any, we can take to 
reduce them. 

Tools 
The tools that can be used to evaluate a process are essen

tially four. n •2o These are as follows: 
1. The process mass balance. 
2. The process energy balance. 
3. The process work balance. This is based on entropy 

and Gibbs energy. 
4. The thermodynamics of the reactions in the system 

through the method of Solvay clusters. 
The information needed to use these tools are the molecu

lar masses, enthalpies and Gibbs energies of formation and 
the heat capaCities of the substances involved. For most 
common substances these data is usually available in data
bases. Even though mass and energy balances are commonly 
used in designing chemical processes. the way they can 'be' 
used to do process synthesis is somewhat different from the 
traditional approach. The question is not what is the mass 
balance for the plant? Rather we .ask what we would like the 
mass balance to be. This will become clearer in the case 
study. 

Although the first law of thermodynamics (or energy 
balance) can provide ODe with a target for the minimum 
energy requirement (in terms of heat and work), it has its 
limitations in that it does not allow one to differentiate 
between different forms of energy. and does not allow 
one to determine if the energy is being used efficiently. 
The use of the second law of thermodynamics, in conjunc
tion with tho first law is more useful for analyzing chemi
cal processes. It has been successfully: 81flied in analyzing 
and improving existing flow sheets?,22 .24 UnfortUnately. 
its use in the synthesis and design of processes has not 
been extensive. . 

If we consider a chemical plant operating in an ambient 
environment where all the mass and energy ftows are 
accounted for. we can consider this to be our universe. If 
the plant is to operate at all, the second law of thermody
namics insists that the entropy change must be greater than 
or equal to zero. where zero refers to a reversible process 
and is the limit of opemlion. This can be shown to be equiv
alent to the Gibbs energy for the process being less than or 
equal to the work added to the process.2S If we add more 
work than is necessary and do not recover it we degrade 
this work and waste energy, and the usual consequence of 
this is we emit more carbon dioxide than is necessary. This 
is because in order to make up for this unutilized (lost) 
work, we needed to have burql some fuel. Thus, the second 
law provides us with a feasible target. to try to achieve, 
in order to increase efficiency and reduce carbon dioxide 
emissions. 

Now it is extremely Wllikely that any particular process 
will initially be close to reversible. Furthermore. even revers
ible processes may need work to be added or removed from 
the process, and one will almost certainly also have to either 
add or remove heat from the process. It, therefore, makes 
sense to first ask if we can either supply or remove the 
required work With this heat. Remember that the work con
tent or quality of the heat depends on its temperature. thus. 
in order to assess the work content of a stream we need to 
know its tempemture. Or looking at this in reverse we may 
ask what must the temperature of the stream be in order to 
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Table 1. Process Mass, Enthalpies, Gibbs Energies and ' 
C~t Temperatures for Processes 1 and 2 

Process Mass Balance 
AHproc<:H 
(kJ/mol) 

AGpro<:<:U 
(kJ/mol) 

T""",o" 
(K) 

1. CH.w+H~O(l) -+ 12203 121.58 80811 
CH30H(l) + Hl(sl 

2. CH.w + Ij~ Oiw ...... -163.81 -115.55 1012 
CH3OH(I) 

match the heat and work requirements of the process, and. 
thus, without adding extra work. make it reversible. Putting 
in or removing heat at a temperature other than ambient is 
analogous to using a heat engine to supply or remove the 
work we require'to run the system reversibly. This tells us 
that we can view a.chemical plant as a heat engine.17 

By lOOking at the overall process we may come up with a 
scheme where the reactions we propose are not thermo
dynamically feasible or do not give us the product we 
require in the correct proportions. The method of Solvay 
clusters can be used to solve this problem. This will also 
help us to decide and understand why certain processes can
not be done hi a single step but must be broken down into 
multiple steps. This again involves the idea of a heat engine. 
This point should -again'become clearer from the case study. 

The main reason for doing a case study is that it is easier 
to illustrate the ideas and the methodology than to stipulate 
a set of guidelines to use these methods. 

Case Study 
Let us suppose we have a natural gas feed that we'will ap- , 

proximate as methane and we wish to make methanol from . 
it. We suppose we will use. as our source of oxygen either 
air or water. In the fOrnIer case it is only the oxygen that 
enters the, process mass 'balance although if .we do not 
remove the nitrogen it will act as a diluent. The process 
mass balances are given in Table 1. There are other possible 
mass balances including linear combinations of the two in 
Table 1, but we will not consider them here as we assume 
we only have access to oxygen and water as feed materials. 

. We note these lIJ."C the mass balances for the entire process, 
and do not necessarily represent individual reactions occur
ring in the process. 

Let us consider a simple' process where both the feed to 
the process and the products from the process are at ambient 
condltions (both pressure and temperature). In this case our 

. energy balance for the plant is . 

.. (1)>. 
~';" 

'M/procW:is'the enthalpy change of the process from, 

, hi ~ 
, '~:ptoducts, Q is the actual heat added to the process, and 

work'added to the process. . 
:'.,' ,The \York balance (or 0 balance) becomes 

(2) 

where AGprocc&S is the Oibbs energy change of the process 
from feed to products. 

The first thing we note is that Process 1 (see Table 1) 
needs a lot of heat to be added tb it as it is an endothermic 
process. In order to add this heat we might need to buin 
some of our methane. This would need to be taken into 
account in our overall mass balance as I it would effectively 
be producing carbon dioxide. In order to perform a proper 
analysis of the plant it is imperative to take into account the 
carbon dioxide emissipns of the utilities such as' electricity, 
even if they are imported, and, therefore, do not'at first sight 
appear to be an integral part of the plant. The point is that 
for instance the elecl!icity would not have been made if we, 
did not need it, and, therefore, its emissions are part of our 
responsibility. . 

Furthermore as it stands Process 1 is also not a feasible 
mass balance for the plant as it has a AGpnx;ca with aposi
tiv~ value. One would need to add very large amowits of' 
work to make it possible as it stands. Let us not discard Pre
ceSs 1 as we could envisage it to be part of a more compleX 
process. ' . 

Because we have spare hydrogen in Process 1 we could 
envisage burning' it to produce the e~ergy we need 

(3) 

This supplies 285.84 kJ/mol of heat, which is more than 
enough for the energy requirements for the process as evi
denced by the value of fjJ{proc:a$ (see Table 1). Furthermore, 
this provides 237.13 kJ/mol of work as compared to the 
121.58 kJ/mol required for Process 1. We further note that 
we now have water as the product of the process given by 
Eq. 3 and we need water as a feed for ProceSs I, thus, we 
can recycle the water and if we do this we get the process 
shown:in Figure lao What we have done is to achieve the 
overall mass balance of Process 2 (see Table I) without try
ing to oxidize the methane directly. This now has the mass 
balance of Process 2, and, thus, is overall exothermic and so 
no external heat. needs to be added and it also has a feasible 
(negative) AGproceu• We do, however, note that Process 2 
produces a lot of excess heat and work and we would like to 
be able to use these. 

One can use linear programming IS to show that in princi
ple one can produce a plant that makes hydrocarbons (repre
sented as -CH2-). as well as methanol in ,a plant that, pro
,duces zero carbon dioxide emissions and is, feasible 
(AGp.roccsa = 0) and produces 38 kJ/(mol of ~ethane feed) of 
exothermic beat. Such a plant is shown in Figure Ib, and the 
overall mass balance is 'given in Eq. 4 . 

Cf4 +0.483H20 +0.483C +0.25802 

,::} CH30H +0.483(-CH2-)' (4) 

It is an exciting prospect to realize iliat by combining 
plants one can potentially make significant savings in carbon 
dioxide emiSSIons. Of course how one designs such a plant 
in detail is not yet clear, but what this gives is a target 
against which to evaluate a more detailed design. 

Oetting back to our original processes we may ask the 
question, 'by adding heat at some temperature is it possible 
to match the heat and work requirements of the system. One 
can show that Eq. 5 can be derived for this situation17 
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fisure s~ (I) A process not using direct oxidation of the 
, methlne'to methanol that achieves the same over· 

all mass balance, and (b) plant structure target for 
~lXlmum feasible combined productIon of metha· 
not and hydrocarbons with no carbon dioxide pro· 
ductlon, using process described In figure 18 as a 
starting point. 

For a reversible p;ocess S~cl1Cratcd is zero and so we have a 
relationship between AHproccss and .c:1Gpr~ with our only 
free variable being T. The temperature at which this relation~ 
ship holds. is called the Carnot temperature. For Processes 1 
and 2 the Carnat temper.!ltures are shown in Table 1. Clearly 
the Carnot temperature for Process 1 is not feasible, while 
that for Process 2 is quite high but in principle possible. 

What we' have not done up to now is to evaluate the feasi': 
bility of the process in terms of the actual reactions that 
might take place. In order for a reaction to take place to a 
reasonable extent we would need the equilibrium to' be 
fa.vorable. Thus, we need the Gibbs energy of reaction, .c:1GR 
$ f where f is some small positive number. We can then 
use this fact to try to assess what reactions are thermody· 
namically possible. What the method of Solvay clusters does 

, is break the reaction species up into collections of species 
that all satisfy the same atom balances and plot .c:1G for each 
Solvay cluster-vs. temperature'for each of these clusters.20 H 
,these lines cross then we have a temperature range to one 
side where the reaction is possible and a temperature range 
to the 'other side where it is not. If they do not cross then 
one of the clusters is not thermodynamically favored to form 
from the other. 

We can, easily understand this by drawing the diagrams 
for the reactions for the two previous processes (see Figure 
2). For Process 2 the results are shown in Figure ,2b. The 
line labeled Cf4 + 1/202 represents the .c:1G of these compo~ 
nents as a function of temperature. Similarly the line labeled 
CH30H, represents the value of .c:1G for this component. Both 
Cf4 + 1/2~ and CH30H are Solvay clusters as they contain 
all the same atoms as do all the other clusters (CO +2H2 
and 3!4Cf4 + 1/4(C02 +2H20» shown on the diagram. 
From the'diagram it is clear that going from methane and 
,?xygen to methanol has a n,egative .c:1GR as the curve for 
Cf4 + 1/202 is always above that for CH30H. There, is, 
therefore, the possibility 'of making methanol directly from 
methane and oxygen, but a catalyst tJutt can do this with 
high selectivity has not yet been found. An examination of 
the Cf4 + 11202 and 3!4Cf4 + 1/4(C~ + 2H20) clusters on 
the diagram shows that if we start with methane and oxygen 
and allow some of the methane to go to carbon dioxide and 
water, this is even more favorable (than going directly to 
methanol), namely has an even lower .c:1GR• However. we 
can see that at a high enough temperature (above about 
630°C-see point A ,on Figure 2b) the CO +2H2 cluster 
becomes favored over the 3/4Cf4 + tj4(C02 + 2H20) clus~ 
ter. H the CO +2H2 cluster is now taken to a low enough 
temperature (below about 140°C-see point B on Figure 
2b), and using a catalyst that would not favor carbon dioxide 
and water production one can make methanol. This would 
be a two step process where we start with Cf4 and O2 and 

Figure 2. Plot of AG vs. temperature for the Solvay clusters 
associated with (a) Process " and (b) Process 2. 
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first produce co and H2 (syngas) at high-temperature, 'and 
then produce CH30f,l at low-temperature. 

We can repeat the analysis for Process 1 and the results 
are shown in Figure 2a. Here it is 'not, in principle possible 
to do the reaction in one step as 'IlGR is positive, but the 
two step process is very similar to that for Process 2. Here, 
the two-step process involves starting with C14 and H20 
and producing CO and H2 at high-temperature and then pro
ducing CH30H and H2 at low-temperature. , 

We may ask why is it that the two~step process in the latter 
case is now feasible. This is because if we examine it closely 
we see that we have a high~teniperature endothermic process 
followed by a low-temperature exothermic process. We can 
deduce this from the slopes of the lines for the Solvay clusters 
as these slopes are given by the Gibbs-Helmhol~ equation 
whose sign is determined by ~e enthalpy of reaction, MR' 
Putting in' heat at a high-temperature, and removing, it, a low
temperature is nothing more than happens in a heat engine. In 
this ,case, instead of the work being removed as shaft work it 
goes into supplying the work that the prpcess needs to make it 
feasible. This work is not put in as shaft work and so does not 
appear directly in the G balance, however, the heats that sup
ply this virtual work do appear in the energy balances. This 
idea of a chemical plant being viewed as heat engine is a very 
powerful one and w:ill be explored further. 

What we now have is a process that instead of having just 
a single temperature in which we add or take away heat has 
two such temperatures. In principle we could look at proc
esses with three or more temperatures, but the more of these 
we have the more irreversibilities we are likely to have, and 
so we should probably stay with those with the smallest pos
sible number. ' 

,Practical application 
We can see that the ideas that have been used can lead to 

targets for' a process. How do we use these? Clearly we 
would,like to compare real or proposed processes 'with these 
targets, and ~en try 'to identify why theSe have not met the 
targets j and then use this iIiformation to improve the process. 

Now for Process 1 as used in Figure la, we have shown' 
the potential benefit of recycling the water. In fact there is 
no need to do this to achieve this objeCtive as putting in 
fresh water and removing the sarrie amount later achieves 
the same objective. The sting in the tail is actually in the 
words ..the same amount". In a complex plant with a com
plicated process it 'may ript be that easy to identify all the 
water streams and check that we have "the same amount". 

Let us examine the consequences of not having "the same 
amount". Suppose we remove more water than we have put 
in. This has an· iinmediate consequence fot the overall pro

,cess mass balance in the following way. If we remove more 
water than we put in we are removing more oxygen and 

. hydrogen. As car~n cannot build in the process we have to 
remove it' and the only way this can be done 'is by removing 
carbon dioxide to give the following mass balance 

We can see the unintended consequence of removing r 
molecules C?f extra ~ater is that we have needed to add 3/41" 

of extra oxygen to the process; we make II'}}' less methanol 
and make II'}}' of unnecessary carbon dioxide. In a big and 
complex plant it may not be easy to see this without making 
a conscious effort to find this out. This not ,only affects the 
mass balance but it will affect the energy and work balances 
as well. The consequence of removing too much water is 
that we have effectively burnt some of our methane to water 
and carbon dioxide and turned a ,process that already was a 
net heat and work producer into one that was even more so 
and reduced the carbon efficiency from one to (PI'}}'). If we 
a want· to improve 'the position we need to recycle both car
bon dioxide and water. The 'problem is that they have to be 
in the 'proportions in Eg. 6. This may not be as easy as it 
seems, as one must rem~mber that one 'has to include the 
amount burn~ in the, utilities in the analysis, and the carbon 
dioxide and the water for recycling may be recovered in dif
ferent places. The consequences of not doing it correctly, 

. 'however, will be more carbon dioxide than is necessary 
being emitted. 

From this analysis we can see that in principle the ,meth
ane to methanol process should not emit any carbon dioxide. 
In fact it should be a potential work and heat source. The 
fact that the literature gives a carbon efficiency of about 
75%, and a thermal efficiency of 60% suggests there is large 

. room for improvement. 26 By looking at the flow sheet ~th
, out understanding the targets it would be very difficult to ~

alize the need for these recycles: , 
In fact for the methane to methanol process, from a mass 

balance point of view, one .could in principle use a. feed of 
3/4 C14 + 1/4 (C02+ 2 H20), thus, using up carbon dioxide. 
In fact this could be a more efficient process Qverall as there 
is a significant loss in IlG in starting from CH4 + 1/202' 
However, to complete the evaluation of this process we need 
to also focus on the value of Mproccr.a. ' 

We note that for processes that do' not. work spontane~ 
ously. namely IlGprot=a ~ 0 we can in principle make them 
work via adding work as shown by Eg. 2. Thus, for instance 
a process that results in a decrease in the number of moles 
of gas, can have work added to it by running at a bi~ 
pressure.. We can do a similar thing by running a recycle 
process in which we are effectively adding. the work of, 
separation. IS . .: . 

Conclusions 
As discusSed at the beginning, what we believe is needc:c~.\ 

is rather than examine the process through a microscope •. it 
needs to be looked at through a telescope. What this means 
is one needs to adopt a systems apprOach. The consequence 
of this is one is able to calculate targets for the process; 
that is what is theoretically possible. By doing this it is 
possible to cQmpare different processes or flow sheets or 
evaluate the process relative to what is done in practice. 

, One is now in a position to see what has been done that 
leadS to high emissions. This opens up opportunities to put 
the process together in such a way that emissions can be 
reduced. in particular carbon dioxide. It turns out that 
many of the savings are likely to come not from improving 
the individual pieces of equipment but improving their 
interaction. 
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Introductlou. Electtospinuiug is a leclwiqne that allows 
productiou of polymeric fibers with diameters ranging from 
Ill1UOuleters to a few microns and thtl; with an iuherent higb 
slll'face-!o·voilmle ratio.I- 1 These fibers are finding potential 
applicntiOils ill drug deuvery. tis;1le engineering. nlembranes. 
Ill1UOCOIlIposites. etc. While elecn:o!>pinlling was iuitinlly used 
to prepare disordered mats. il is now possible to produce aligned 

. fibers using vations collectorsP·; However. it is important to 
cOllu'Ol not only the ulacroscopic alignment of fibers but also 
their molecular orieUlation because it strongly inflneuces most 
mecJlauical. optical. and electrical pl'Opelties of polymers.s 
Conventional spillllintt methods allow th~ pl'Oductioll of fibers 
with a very large molecular olientatioll, leading to ulu1lhigh 
modulus. but these al'e typically several Illicrons or teus of 
luicrous in diatneter.s In coutra.t. the molecular orieutation is 
generally mode;t in electrOSplln IlOna· or microfibe.t'S.l.'l--B 

All independent method for preparing highly stl1lcllIred 
materials is the seif·assembled fOlluotioll ofinclusion complexes 
(IC) of polYllleric guests inside a small molecule host matrix. 
For instauce. poly(ethyleue oxide) (PEO) has been complexed 
with urea.9-lllilercuric chloride.12 cyclodextrins.ll etc. In their 
Ul'ea inclusion conlplexes. polymers are packed in olle
diulensiounl chl11lllels consttucted WIU au essentially iu.liuite 
three-dimensional network of hydrogen·bonded urea mol· 
ecuies. H Tile polymer chains afe thus highly extended at the 
molecular scale. but they are not aligued at the IlIlIcroscopic 
level. 

lu Ibis work. we have used eleCU'ospiuuing to prepare bighly 
olieuted and well-atigued fibers of the self·assembled inclusion 
complex between urea aud high molecular weight (400000 
almol) PEO. The IC was prepared by a coctyStamzation Illethod. 
and the l'esuitinlO 20% w/v suspension was electro.pun. \lllder 
a 17 kV potential difference. onto a target composed of two 
metallic cOlmter electrodes s~parated by a 5 cm gap. The details 
of tile sampl~ pl'epal'atioll. elecll'O;piuuilllO couditious. and 
$!Imple charactelizatiou are provided in the SUPPol1ing l'nfOrulll' 
aon. To our knowledge. it is the first time that such IC fibers 
were prepared and characterized. 

Results aud DbcllSslon. FigUl'e 1 shows a crossed-polatized 
opticalmicl'Ogrnph of a sample obtained by elecu'Ospiuuing the 
PEO-urea IC suspension. Cyliudt1cal fibers ha\.mg a 1-:l!,1ll 
diameter are observed, clenrly detllollSttatinll that the PEO
Ul'e3 indusioll complex ClUl fonn fibers in spite of its rather 
poor fibn.folming properties. The fibers do uot ;how auy 
beading and are mostly cOlllinllolls over tbe ,. cm gap between 
the coUUter electrodes. A few breakal!!c poiuts can nevertheless 
be observed, most 1ik¢ly because ofa bi~ level of cl'ystaUinity 
(vide infra) that makes the material brillIe. The fibers ttausmir 
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Figure 1. DSC th.rmo~ of the bulk PEO. urea. and iIlclusion 
cowpleK (IC) as weUI1$ those of Ill\! pure PEO and PEO-urea Ie 
C\OCtrO$ptlU fibet... 

lisht when obselved uuder crossed polarizel's. iudicating that 
they possess a significant level of molecular otlelltatiou. 

FOr comparison. couttol PEO fibers elecll'Ospun uuder sinlilar 
condition; had a diameter ill Ihe 400-700 11l1l range. nlis 
significant difference can be explained by the large concentration 
difference necessary to reach a similar viscosity. 5% for pure 
PEO vs 20% for tbe inclusion complex. It is weli accepted that 
bi~er coucentrations lead to fibers Wilh larger diametersP 
Illlerestingly. tbermog:ra.iuletric analysis (see SllPPol1ing In
fonuation) revealed a 3;1 lIrea:PEO mass ratio. thus sUl!ges!iug 
a sinular PEO concentratiOil in both solutions. This corresponds 
to a -9:4urea:PEO molal' ratio. in 88feemellt with the reported 
vallie for this complex.9 

Figure 1 shows thaI fibers clIn be electtospun. but it does 
!lOt establish that they are composed of the inclusion cOIuplex. 
Figure 2 cOlllpares the DSC thel'lllogl1l1llS oflhe bulk PEO. urea. 
aud Ie as well as those of the plll'e PEO and IC eJectrospull 
fiber>. A .iugle eudotbenuic peak. nthibuled to the melting of 
the crystallille pbase. call be obselvet! for all samples. The 
melting tempera lUre of the bulk illclusion complex is found at 
146 "C. clearly above those of pure PEO (69 0c) sndpure urea 
(136 0c) nnd in agreement with dIe literature value.lI The 
meltiug peak is obselved at -144 ·C for the fibers electro,Vltn 
from Ibe IC suspension. very close to that of the bulk sample. 
It i. tinlS a good iudicatiou that the fibers are ttuly cOluposed 
of the inclusioll complex. TIle melting tetllperature difference 
between the fibers iUld bulk IC is similar to that (1-3 deg) 
observed between the fiber~ aud bulk ofpure PEO. 

These couclusiolls are supported by infrared specttoscopy 
mea.1lfetnents (see Supporting Infomrarion). Indeed, the infrared 
spectra of the bulk Ie and the elecu'Ospun IC fibers are very 
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FIgm·.3. (a) Wide-augle X·ray dlffmCllon26 dla!!rallls for the bulk 
and eleclCo;pun fibm of tlte PEO-m"Ca inclusion complex (Ie) and 
two·dimensional dlffmction patterns of btllk IC (left inSl:l) and 
electro'pun fibm (right inset). (b) Azimuthal profile of the WAXD 
pattern for eleclrospun PEO-urea IC at 26 = 21.6°. 

sin:tilar bllt are markedly different froin those of pllre PED and 
u:rea. Tonelli et al. studied the infrared spectra of bulk PED-
u:ren Ie and sugg.ested tlJat the u:rea ballds are modified by the 
new hydrogen.bonding netwolt and that PED chains adopt a 
more extended couflmuation than the usual trans-gauche-trnns 
(TGT) confol1nation fOWld in ptu'e cI),stalline PED ru:otmd the 
D-C-C-D liukages.lI 

It call be observed in Figure 2 that the thel1noi!1"1In1S of the 
bulk Ie al1d ofthe fibers do I10t present iIllY sllUlificilllt ll"ausition 
at the melting tewperamres of either pure, PEO or llrea. This 
indicates that the sawple preparlltion procedure removed most 
if nor all free urea iIlld PED from the inclusiol1 complex. In 
addition. thennogrnvimetlic analysis (see Supponing Infolllla
lion) of the fibers shows thai the electrospinning process does 
not alter the composition of the inclusion cOlUplex. The 
Cl)'stalliuity level could not be detel1lUlled quantitatively becal1Se 
the lnelting enthalpy of the 100% Cl)'stalline Ie is not known. 
However, the absence of n glass tIllJJ.Silion temperature aud of 
a crystallb:atioll exotllel1ll suggest~ tilat tbe degree of crystal
linity is large for both Ie samples. 

Tbe two-dimensional WA.XD pnttems and 2& diagrams 
obtailled for the bulk and electro.pun Ie nre shown in Figure 
3a. Vel), sinrilar 2(J diagrams can be obsen·ed. indicating that 
the Cl)'smlline SIlUCllrre relnains essentially the same after 
electrospinuing. Both samples show intense and narrow dif
fractiOI1 peaks and 110 sigu.ifical1t amorplloll$ h.,lo_ ftn1her 
sug!,!eslin,t< a Iugh Cl)'stallinity level. It is noteworthy that dIe 
I110st intell$e diffraction peaks of pure PED (23.5°) and urea 
(22.5') are nOI observed in the X-ray dialUn1l1S, COnfU1l1Ulg that 
uo residual pure (crystalline) products are pres.ent; 
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Table 1. WAXD Clmr ••lelizarioll of Ihe D~... of Orientation COl' 
PEO - t"t'ea lndndou Complex ElerlrO'pun Flb.n 

ll/pcnk (deg) 11.6 25.5 27.1 

fwbh·(d.~) 13 13 13 
iP~('0' If), 0.90 0.91 G.85 
plane attribution' 102: 201: 012: 021 2LO: 120 211: 121 

• Full width al hlllf.lw!lht ofrhe diffraction peaks ill the azimuthal ,cau. 
I Cnlculated b.",d on Ill<: wlit ",,11 data reported in tef 9. 

hi additioll 10 pro\'iding slmcrural infonnation. X-ray dif
fraction Cilll be used to probe tbe molecular orientation ill 
polYlners. While II lwiform azunuthal inteusity distribution is 
obsen'ed for the bulk IC (left inset of Figure 3a). the electrosptw 
fibers present a highly iuhonlogeueolls diffraction intensity 
disuibution (right ulSel). The azimuthal scan for the 29 = 21.6° 
diffraction plane of the elecu"Ospun tibel'S is ShOWll in Figure 
3b. A nan'ow peak with II full width ar half-height (fwbh) of 
'"13 0 call be obsel'Ved because of the strougly anisotropic 
distribution of the Cl),stnis ill the fibers. Similar vlIlues are 
obtained for the other intense 29 diffraction peaks. liS showl1 in 
Table 1. 

Tile second-order Inoment of the orientation disllibution 
ftmctiol1 of the ('-axis. (Pl(COS q:»o was calculated to quantifY 
tbe molecular olientalion in die fibers. Because the (001) 
reflection plane is 110t available. the orientation function was 
calculated from otller reflection planes. assuuring IUliaxial 
syJwnetry. as 

2 (1)
2 

where 11 is dIe angle between the I10nual to the (Ilk!) plillle and 
the cows. Becal1Se the assignment of the (ilk!) is not unique 
fOl' most difftllction peaks. the azunuthal angle of the peak 
lnaXllnlUll was taken as CJ. TIle aVe.\·a!,!e <cos~ r) was calculated 
by imegratulg tile intellsity ofspecific 211 diffraction peaks alOIl,t< 
tile azillluthalallgle, <p. as 

J:,TJ(lf) cos2 q sin ({! dlf 

<cos2 cp) = (2) 


J:,'J(Cf) Sill rp dp 


Table 1 shows that iIll average (P2{COS <f}}c value of 0.89 is 
obtained for the electrospWl fibers of the inclusion complex. 
TItis ImnslliIlly large molecular Olientation is \'ery close to the 
lllilXinllUl1 theoretical valne of I thaI \~"Ould be obtained for a 
sample pelfect[y oriented along the reference clirectioll.5 In 
COnt1"1l5[. a (p"(cos rr)c value of -0 would be obtained for an 
isotropic sample. as for the bulk Ie. 

To the best of OlU' knowledge. it is tbe first time dlat such 
high oIientation level is reported 110t only f01' self-asse1llbled 
inclusion c01llplexes but also for polynlefS in elecn"Osptl11 fibers. 
The largest qua11litative valnes we bave fOtwd in the litemture 
were obtained by Reneker iIlld Cbeng et al. for lliInocolllposite 
fibers of poly(acryloml1ile) (PAl,!) and multiwalled carbol1 
nilllolllbes (MWC'NT).16 (p"(cos <f» values of 0.62 and 0.90 
were obtained for the PAN 8I1d MWCNT. respeetiYely. It should 
be noted thaI a rotatutg collector was u~ed in these experiments 
and imposed iIll ....S.4 Ill/s linear velocity on the fibers. It was 
sho\\'ll for pUle PAN fibers tlJat increasing the take-up speed 
fi"OnlO to 9.84 1111s increases the orientation function froln 0 to 
0,23,1 partly because ofbener macroscopic aligmnent but also 
because of dmwing. III contrast. dIe PED-urea Ie fibers 
prepared in tllis work were collected betWeelltwo static metallic 
rods. ellSuring that no fu:rce acted on the fibers apart fronl the 
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eleClrospuming pl'Ocess itself; Low molecular orieutatiou values 
were observed for elecn'ospllU fibers ulmost other smdies. For 
instance. Dersch et al. repol1ed uo orielllatioll in poly(lactic acid) 
fibers.l while n modest odentatioll function of 0.092 \vas fOllUd 
in electrospull silk fibroin.S 

It is worth noting that the 011elltatioll ftulctiollS of Table I 
were calculated asslUning: that all fibers are perfectly aligned 
during the WAXD measurements. although Figure 1shows that 
this is Ilot the case. The values obtained here are thus low 
estimates of die -molecular orielllatioll. In ful\l!'e work. we will 
attempt detenuining the orientation of single fibers. thus 
avoiding the lUlcertainties due to inlperfect fiber alignment. 
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